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Read Texas Builder

ON YOUR DEVICE!
Did you know that you can access this issue, and past issues,
from your mobile device? The digital editions offer interactive
features and can be viewed anywhere!

Check it out at: texasbuilders.org/news
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LETTER
PRESIDENT’S
COMMENTARY

It’s That Time of Year Again!
by GENE LANTRIP, TAB President

I

t is hard to believe that we are halfway

FUNdango, which features the State Cham-

On Thursday, July 14, Kent Hance, a former

through this year. Time truly seems to

pionship Washers Pitching Tournament. This

U.S. Congressman from Texas (among many

fly by. This past April we had our winter

year features a luau theme, so get your tropical

other elected offices) and who now hosts a

committee and board of directors’ meetings. A

attire prepared and be ready to limbo! This

podcast, “The Best Storyteller in Texas,” will

great time was had by all, and the new location

is an event that was started by the Area Vice

open the Show. I promise that you will leave

at the Westin Austin Domain was a refreshing

Presidents Committee several years ago, and

that session with amusing stories about well-

change of scenery. Many great discussions

it has grown and gotten better through the

known individuals you had never heard of, as

were had. Thank you to our guest speakers,

years. There is plenty of food and cold bev-

well as takeaways on topics such as leadership.

Rep. Geanie Morrison and Chief Executive Offi-

erages, plus a great time to visit with friends

He’s an amazing man, storyteller, and a former

cer of the Texas Water Trade Sharlene Leurig,

that you don’t get to see very often. Tickets

homebuilder! After the opening session, the

for their insightful and motivational talks during

can be purchased online through the Sun-

Show floor and education sessions will open

our meetings. The HOMEPAC fundraiser was a

belt website. All proceeds benefit HOMEPAC.

and will close at 3 p.m.

highlight of the week. It started with a terrific

See sponsors on page 19.

speech from Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick, and it concluded with a fun time of games and drinks
at the Punch Bowl Social.

On Thursday night, we will have the Star

Opening ceremonies will begin bright and

Awards, where we will honor the best in

early at 9 a.m. on July 13. Our Wednesday

homebuilding in Texas. This year, the pro-

keynote speaker, David Avrin, will offer some

gram drew in over 600 entries within the 176

The Sunbelt Builder Show™ is almost upon us.

great insights with his message, “Your Cus-

elite categories. Awards will be presented to

Years ago, before I was active in TAB, Cindy and

tomers are Changing, Are You?” We have a

this year’s winners during the celebration.

I always made a point to attend this Show. We

special guest, Grammy-nominated SaulPaul,

A cocktail reception will begin at 6 p.m., fol-

always left with several ideas on how to build

who will join us for the keynote session. The

lowed by the presentation of the awards at

better homes, and how to make our company

Show floor will feature over 200 booths with

6:30 p.m. If you have never attended this pro-

better. Throughout the years, each Show has

startup products to world-renowned legacy

gram, I would encourage you to go this year.

been better than the last. The week of July

products. There will be demonstrations and

See sponsors on page 36.

11-15 is guaranteed to be a fun-filled week of

educational opportunities all day, with the

events, education and networking. The second

Show floor closing at 4 p.m.

annual Texas Builders Foundation Golf Tournament will begin with a shotgun start at 1 p.m.
at the Dallas Cowboys Golf Club in Grapevine.
Thank you, Kelly-Moore Paints, for your title
sponsorship and for all you do to support the
Texas Builders Foundation.

On Friday, we will end the week with our
summer board of directors meeting. I have

Then, the night’s event will begin. The annual

spent this article talking about the Sunbelt Build-

Builders’ Bash will start at 8 p.m., featuring

ers Show™ and week, which to me illustrates

Texas country artist and Abilene native Aaron

what we are about as an association. We are

Watson. A portion of the proceeds will go

about keeping housing affordable and attain-

toward the Texas Builders Foundation. Tick-

able for fellow Texans. We are about building the

ets are available on the Sunbelt website. This

best, safest and most energy-efficient homes

We will start our committee and board meet-

is an event that the TAB Young Professionals

in Texas. I hope to see you there! See board

ings the next day, July 12, and conclude the

started a few years ago, and it has continued

meeting sponsors on page 16.

day with the annual HOMEPAC FUNdango

to grow and has raised thousands of dollars

at 6 p.m. We always have a great time at the

for the foundation. See sponsors on page 20.

2 02 2 C A LE NDA R OF E V E N T S
J U LY 11–15

O C T. 3 –7

 UNBELT BUILDERS SHOW™, CONFERENCE,
S
TAB AND TEXAS BUILDERS FOUNDATION
RELATED EVENTS
HILTON ANATOLE | DALLAS, TEXAS
TAB’S STATEWIDE MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

N OV. 8

TEXAS GENERAL ELECTION

N OV. 16 –18

 AB’S FALL MEETINGS, TEXAS HOUSING
T
HALL OF HONOR AND EXCELLENCE IN
LEADERSHIP DINNER
THE LINE HOTEL | AUSTIN, TEXAS
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

TAB is Working Hard to Provide Solutions
for You and Your Business
by SCOTT NORMAN, TAB Executive Director

W

e are halfway through 2022,

rials escalation clause that allows for price

clause. You can watch this webinar on

and that means the Sunbelt

adjustments or cancellations in the event

TAB’s Texas Builders YouTube Channel at

Builders Show™ is just around

of extreme increases in materials prices.

https://bit.ly/37ZE995 if you would like to

the corner. This issue of Texas Builder

This provision in construction contracts is

learn more about this topic. The TAB con-

includes Show details, so please be sure

not new. However, invoking the clause has

tracts can be purchased at TexasBuilders.

to read about all of the great events, edu-

historically not been common practice by

org by builder and remodeler members. You

cation, meetings and activities that will take

most builders who choose to absorb small

must be an active member to access these

place the week of July 11-15 at the Hilton

losses rather than use the clause to raise

contracts, which expire on Aug. 31, 2023.

Anatole in Dallas.

the price of the project.

Both the lieutenant governor and the

Skyrocketing costs may leave builders with

strictly informational and should not be

speaker of the house released dozens of

no choice but to invoke the clause if they

considered legal advice. Always consult an

interim charges to the legislature a few

want to stay in business. It’s important that

attorney for advice on specific legal issues.

months ago. The TAB government relations

the builder conveys to the homebuyer that

team identified 22 charges of particular

the materials escalation clause is contained

interest that are spread among seven

in the contract and what that means if the

Senate committees, and 20 charges that

builder is forced through circumstances

13 House committees will study. These

out of their control to pass on additional

charges typically lead to legislation that

costs of building a home.

is considered in the upcoming session.
The TAB team of lobbyists and volunteer
leadership will be educating legislators and
providing testimony on these issues, and
we will keep you updated on the charges
and proposed bills that are important to
our association and industry through our
various publications and at in-person and,
if necessary, virtual, Government Relations
Committee meetings through 2022.

8

nate to live in this great state and fulfill the
dream of homeownership for our fellow
Texans, and I remain optimistic about the
future of the Texas homebuilding industry.
We have weathered many storms throughout the Texas Association of Builders’

Center at Texas A&M University, materials

75-year history, and we will overcome any

escalation clauses contain some common

obstacles that lay in our path. The Texas

elements. The clause will list certain build-

economy remains strong, and we continue

ing materials or categories of materials to

to lead the nation in housing starts in 2022.

which the provision applies, such as lumber,
drywall, concrete or appliances. Second,
there will be a definition of what triggers the
clause, for example, an increase in the price
of those materials over a certain percentage. The clause will also state how the price

magazine relates to our ongoing supply

increase for the buyer will be calculated.

chain challenges. I hope that the article

The materials escalation clause is a part of

will provide you with useful information

TAB’s “Fixed Price Contracts,” and provides

on some creative solutions that suppliers

one protection from drastic inflationary

are implementing — solutions that will

circumstances. Communicating this to the

make the materials you need more readily

homebuyer is important so that there will

available than they have been since the

be no misunderstanding should the clause

COVID-19 pandemic threw our country

be invoked by the builder.
Don Shelton and Tyler Hood, with the

As the cost of materials and homebuilding

law firm of Bush Rudnicki Shelton, PC,

continues to increase due to several factors

who have been instrumental in drafting

including inflation, rising interest rates and

the Texas Association of Builders con-

the supply chain, I want to remind you that

tracts package, held a Zoom at Noon

the TAB contracts package includes a mate-

education webinar on TAB’s escalation

Texas Association of Builders July/Aug 2022

As I have stated many times, we are fortu-

According to the Texas Real Estate Research

The main feature of this Texas Builder

into a tailspin two and a half years ago.

Disclaimer: This article and the webinar are

When we gather together for TAB’s summer
meetings and the Sunbelt Builders Show™
on July 11-15, we will celebrate our industry,
our members, our association and our
continued successes. We have much to be
grateful for, and I look forward to seeing
and talking with you about how TAB can
continue to provide solutions and information to help you grow your business
so that our industry and association will
continue to thrive.
Although we have been able to meet in
person since last November, it’s still exciting that we can — after two long years of
disruption — do business and enjoy each
other’s company outside of the virtual
world. I look forward to seeing you at the
Hilton Anatole in Dallas in July.

FEATURED PROJECT

Comfort &
Functionality
TRANSCENDING TRANSITORY:

ARE THE GLUE TO
A HAPPY HOME

by VICTORIA LUING, Contributing Editor

FOR MORE THAN 25 YEARS, GEHAN

THE PRINCETON

HOMES’ EXCEPTIONALLY VALUABLE

When deciding what to incorporate into the designs of their floor

HOUSES HAVE PUSHED THE BOUNDARIES

plans, Gehan Homes strategically observes the trends in the

OF TR ADITIONAL HOMEBUILDING

Texas marketplace to see what the most popular grabs are among

WITHIN TEX AS. JUSTIN EICHER, THE

homebuyers. Gehan has 11 distinct house categories, and each

CHIEF DEVELOPMENT OFFICER, SAYS

category contains five to 10 unique floor plans. Gehan’s Princeton plan,

GEH A N I S A R EG I ON A L VOLUME

part of their Classic Series, won Star Awards for Best Kitchen Design

BUILDER THAT HAS A LARGE CATALOG

and Best Bathroom Design. The Princeton plan is approximately 3,000

OF E XIS TING, PRE- DR AWN FLOOR

square feet and contains four to five bedrooms, three bathrooms, a

PLANS PREPARED FOR THEIR CLIENTS.

two- to three-car garage and two floors. Eicher headed the design

THE FLEXIBILITY THEIR PLANS OFFER,

coordinating among his team for this project, seeking input from

ALONG WITH THEIR QUALITY CUSTOMER

division presidents, marketing directors, his computer-aided design

SERVICE AND THEIR INTEGRATION IN

(CAD) team and interior design departments.

ALL ASPECTS OF PRODUCT DELIVERY,
EARNED THEM FIVE STAR AWARDS IN
2021 FROM THE TEXAS ASSOCIATION
OF BUILDERS (TAB).

This floor plan was initially designed around 10 years ago, but Gehan’s
team started seeing significant momentum two and a half years
ago. Large modifications were made to make it more suitable to the
public’s requests. After the major shifts in design were complete,
Eicher says the Princeton is now built on a 60-foot lot and is one of
their more popular plans.
The center of almost every home is the kitchen, and the Princeton’s
kitchen doesn’t disappoint. The kitchen, dining area and family room
are open to each other, ensuring everyone feels connected at all times.

10
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FEATURED PROJECT

living area contains large glass windows that
look out onto a covered patio. This wall of
glass can be replaced with a sliding glass
door if a buyer prefers. The style of the
windows plays nicely with the cathedralshaped ceiling covering the outdoor living
space. “This is a very popular arrangement,”
says Eicher. “It’s really beautiful to be in the
outdoor living environment.”
FEATURED PROJECT: GEHAN HOMES

Down the hall from the kitchen is the owner’s
suite with an attached owner’s bathroom.

STAR AWARDS 2021

“Most builders’ bathrooms will be a four- or

• Volume Builder — Best Bathroom Design

five-piece bathroom, which means [it has]

• Volume Builder — Best Kitchen Design (two awards)

two sinks, a toilet, a tub and a shower,” says

• Volume Builder — Best Product Design

Eicher. The Princeton bathroom is popular

• Construction Superintendent of the Year

because it contains all of these elements
as well as extensive open space. “This

In the middle of the kitchen is a 9-by-4.5foot island with a granite countertop, an
undermount sink and optional seating space.
Around the room are large amounts of linear
cabinetry with stainless steel appliances set
in. “It’s one of the areas the Princeton really
focuses on,” explains Eicher. “Often, you
don’t realize the limited amount of storage
a home has until after you’ve moved in and
you unbox all of your plates, pots and pans.”
A popular feature in the Princeton kitchen is
the corner pantry placed between two banks
of cabinets. Eicher says that large pantries
are often overlooked by builders. There
is plenty of shelf space in the Princeton
pantries for small- to mid-sized appliances
such as air fryers, stand mixers and anything
else you need to store. The flow from the
family room and dining area into the kitchen
is key to many homes, which is why these
areas are open, inviting family togetherness
and providing options for entertaining. The
TexasBuilders.org
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“ T H I N G S H AV E G R E A T LY
SHIFTED THE LAST T WO YEARS.
THE HOME IS NO LONGER A
T R A N S I T O RY P L AC E W H E R E W E
D I N E A N D S L E E P. N O W, I T ’ S A
24-HOUR ENVIRONMENT
FOR MOST PEOPLE.”
— Justin Eicher, Gehan Homes

room is almost 12 feet long, making it feel

impression.” The second thing he loves is the

room count, but with the room usage. Being

very grand and luxurious,” he says. Eicher

flexibility the plan provides to the owners. An

able to transform areas of the home to fit

continues to say that tubs are beginning to

extra bedroom can become a full study, the

the needs their customers are looking for is

fade away from people’s wish lists; however,

game room can become a media room, and

one of Gehan’s specialties. “This floor plan

the Princeton master bathroom contains

customizations can be made to cabinetry,

utilizes all areas of the home for maximum

space for a corner tub that faces a 5-foot

as well as different rooms and features

efficiency,” Eicher adds.

window if the owner prefers.

throughout the home. Gehan attempts to

There are also separate sinks perpendicular
to each other, which provide more options
for personalized sink spaces so that each
person has their own distinct sink and
counter areas. On the opposite side of
the tub is the 4-by-4-foot shower with

trends of the time. “Things have greatly
shifted the last two years,” Eicher says.
“The home is no longer a transitory place
where we dine and sleep. Now, it’s a 24-hour
environment for most people.”

extra space for a shower seat. “All of these

Because society has shifted to spending

things come together to make a really nice

more time at home, utilizing every inch

bathroom that is as wide as the bedroom,”

of space you’re given is important. Large

says Eicher. “That’s rare to see.” Unique to

floor plans for big families that have a nice

other owners’ bathrooms is the door that

kitchen, a roomy dining area, three or more

leads into a large closet, which then leads

bedrooms and several baths might not

to the laundry room. Gone are the days

always have space for a full study. Gehan

where laundry has to be carried around

likes to find extra spaces of the home and

throughout the house before landing in the

transform them into what they call “pocket

washing machine.

offices.” Eicher says, “A pocket office is a

Eicher explains that there are two main
things he likes the most about the Princeton
plan. The first thing is the impression it gives.
“When you walk in the front door, you’re
entering a really large foyer that has views
into the family room with a cathedral ceiling,”
he describes. “The home makes a lasting

12

incorporate amenities depending on the
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utilitarian space designed as a small study,
tech center or Zoom room. They’re great
for homework time, working from home or
taking meeting calls.” Eicher continues to
explain that Gehan understands people
spend a lot more time in their homes, and
because of this, they’re incorporating more
flexibility within their plans, not just with the

FEATURED PROJECT

THE AVALON

today’s culture is more about individuality

different tub or shower designs and the

First-time homebuyers will fall head over

and privacy.” Eicher believes this is a great

potential for a window. The kitchen, nook

heels for Gehan’s Avalon plan. Part of their

starter home, especially for people who

and family room are open to each other,

Landmark Series, the Avalon is 1,550 square

understand the burdens of bunking with

ensuring there is full connectivity between

feet, contains four bedrooms, two bathrooms

siblings and are looking to give their children

family and friends. Along with a covered

and a two-car garage. “It basically has perfect

their own rooms.

patio in the back left corner, buyers have

symmetry,” says Eicher. “When you build
a well-portioned home, it’s very efficient.”
Having a house built with limited offsets
makes it more energy efficient as it allows
the home to ventilate more successfully.
This plan won Gehan a Star Award for Best
Product Design. This plan is popular among
first-time homebuyers for the simple fact that
it’s not much larger than an apartment, yet it
has a higher room count, a full kitchen, nook,
dining area and family room. “I remember
growing up and sleeping on a bunk bed,”
recalls Eicher. “Back then, that was a standard
for families with more than one child. But

After stepping off the front porch into the
foyer, two of the four bedrooms are located
to the left, and the two-car garage is to the
right. Past the foyer is the second bathroom,
centrally located within the house for all to
access. Opposite the bathroom is a hall that
leads to the utility room and third bedroom.

the option to extend the back of the house
to give more room to the family room and
owner’s suite — you can even install a cozy
fireplace. What is the best feature of this
plan? The kitchen has Gehan’s signature
corner pantry, large enough to fit many boxes
of cereal for all of the kids (or even adults).

The utility room has the option for a door

THE MONARCH

that leads into the owner’s walk-in closet. The

A more traditional approach to a home

owner’s suite is in the back right corner of the

than the Princeton and Avalon plan is

home and contains the owner’s bathroom,

the Monarch. This plan is part of Gehan’s

which has many different functional options

Signature Series and is larger than the two

such as a second sink, a doored toilet,

previous plans. It averages 3,810 square
feet with four to five bedrooms and 3.55.5 bathrooms, includes a three- to fivecar garage and is a two-story home. This
plan won the Star Award for Best Kitchen
Design. Though the entire plan is larger, the
kitchen has a similar layout to the one in the
Princeton plan. Stainless steel appliances
are embedded within a surplus of cabinetry.
Between two sets of cabinets sits the classic,
large walk-in pantry, and kitty-corner to that
is the center island. Gehan has seen that
people are straying away from a two-diningroom home in order to allow for more square
footage in other areas of the house. The
Monarch’s plan is an exception to that; this
plan includes room for both a formal and
informal dining area (if the buyers choose
to use it that way).
Another difference with the Monarch is
that the plan includes studies that are
full size rather than pocket offices. If an
owner prefers, the study could be used
as a secondary living room, sitting room
or media room, which is perfect for movie
nights in (there are no windows). There is
TexasBuilders.org
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also a management/tech center that can be

HARD WORK PAYS OFF

used for homework time. “In addition to four

In 2021, Gehan Homes was named the 25

or five bedrooms, the Monarch has larger-

largest homebuilder in the U.S. by Builder

BUILDING WHAT CUST OMERS ARE

than-average laundry rooms, expansive

magazine, and among many other deserved

L O O K I NG F O R I S A N AC H I E V E M E N T

closets, vaulted ceilings and more square

awards, they have now added five more Star

G E H A N I S P R O U D O F. ”

footage to work with,” says Eicher. “In this

Awards to their list. Having Star Awards under

— Justin Eicher, Gehan Homes

plan, style and design really start to merge

their belt is a great honor to everyone at

into more aspirational architecture.” Every

Gehan. “It reflects the acknowledgement

series of floor plans that Gehan creates has

of the floor plans meeting the needs of our

different elevations for each drawing. Though

customers,” says Eicher. “When people say,

the interiors of their plans are mirrored,

‘Hey, you have a great product!’, that carries

the exterior structure is diverse, creating

a lot of weight. It’s a fulfilling recognition

an excellent street view and providing for

when the industry experts have identified

individuality. Spending time understanding

us as a winner, and it means a lot coming

the marketplace trends and building what

from our peers.”

customers are looking for is an achievement
Gehan is proud of. “These plans are like my
children,” jokes Eicher.
14
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“ S P E N D I NG T I M E U N D E R STA N D I NG
th

T H E M A R K E T P L AC E T R E N D S A N D

ON COUNCIL

J OIN

US

AT THE 2022 SUNBELT
BUILDERS SHOW ™
IT IS ALL ABOUT CONNEC TIONS AND REL ATIONSHIPS!

“A S A B U I L D E R , T H E S U N B E LT B U I L D E R S S H OW ™ I S A G R E AT O P P O R T U N I T Y F O R M E T O S E E W H AT ’ S N E W A N D
T R E N DY. I A LWAY S S E E M T O F I N D A P RO D U C T I N E V E R K N E W E X I S T E D A N D F U N T H I N G S I C A N S TA R T U S I N G I N
M Y OW N P RO J E C T S . I T ’ S A L S O F U N T O S E E T H E P E O P L E I A L R E A DY B U Y F RO M T H AT I U S UA L LY D O N ’ T G E T T O
S E E FAC E - T O - FAC E . I N E V E R S E E M T O M A K E I T T O M Y L O C A L S H OW RO O M S , S O T H I S I S A G R E AT WAY T O C H E C K
E V E R Y T H I N G O U T AT O N E T I M E A N D G E T O N E - O N - O N E T I M E W I T H T H E V E N D O R S .

C

onnections are vital to every part of our lives.

Show with Sunbelt Keynote Speaker David Avrin’s

We always remember the comments about how

presentation, “ Your Customers Are Changing! Are

Sunbelt is personal and committed to providing

You?”, with a special guest appearance by Grammy-

meaningful connections within the residential construc-

nominated artist SaulPaul, Musician with a Message.

tion community of Texas. The homebuilding industry,

On Thursday, Kent Hance, “The Best Storyteller in

by nature, is a relationship-driven business due to the

Texas,” will delight us with some of the best stories

connections it creates for families, neighborhoods and all

to be told. In addition, we will have eight education

populations. It is important for residential construction

sessions and five demonstration sessions that cover

professionals and their vendors and suppliers to build

everything from housing affordability, preventing

that same level of personal commitment to each other.

pool installation pitfalls, the changing customer

Builders and remodelers do business with people that

expectations, protecting our businesses, the build-

they know. The Sunbelt Builders Show™ is designed to

2-rent business model, energy code compliance, the

help builders, remodelers and associates get to know

window flashing installation process, benefits of new

each other and grow their businesses — one by one.

outdoor areas and so much more.

Make plans to connect with every facet of your residential

During the week, in addition to the dynamic trade show,

construction community. If you think of each product

education and demos, we will also host lively networking

or service of your build as a different community, then

events. Kicking the week off on Monday, July 11, we will

you will connect on so many different levels. Spend

have the Texas Builders Foundation 2nd annual golf

July 13-14, 2022, at the award-winning Sunbelt Builders

tournament. On Tuesday, we will have an extra fun

Show™, hosted by the Texas Association of Builders

FUNdango benefitting HOMEPAC, TAB’s political action

(TAB). With more than 200 exhibitors and 2,000

committee. The Young Professionals Builders’ Bash will

registrants, the two-day trade show is one of the best

be on Wednesday night. Aaron Watson will be headlining

in the universe! For 21 years, this show continues to

the event with Heather Linn & The Deacons as the

grow bigger and better every year. We will kick off the

opening act. For our last night of fun, we will have the

— Erin Wright

Tiffany Acree
Sunbelt Builders Show™
Committee Co-Chair

Erin Wright
Sunbelt Builders Show™
Committee Co-Chair

TexasBuilders.org
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ON COUNCIL

SEE YOU
AT SUNBELT!
”A S A N A S S O C I AT E , I J U S T F I N D I T I M P E R AT I V E
T O S U P P O R T T H E I N D U S T R Y T H AT S U P P O R T S YO U R
P RO D U C T O R S E RV I C E . S U N B E LT H A S B E E N A M A J O R

your clients. With many educational opportunities, we

C O N T R I B U T O R T O T H E G ROW T H A N D S U C C E S S T H AT

promise you will leave the Show with more knowledge

S T RU C S U R E H O M E WA R R A N T Y H A S H A D I N T E X A S

than you came with.

OV E R T H E Y E A R S . W H E N W E A R E WO R K I N G O N O U R
Y E A R LY B U D G E T S , S U N B E LT I S O N E O F T H E F I R S T I T E M S

Sunbelt is returning to the Hilton Anatole Hotel Dallas.

T H AT W E I N C L U D E , A N D I T I S I N S T RU M E N TA L T O O U R

Bring the entire family. While you walk the trade show

B U S I N E S S M O D E L . I F YO U A R E S E L L I N G T O B U I L D E R S O R

floor, your kiddos can enjoy JadeWaters, the resort’s

A R E PA R T O F T H E H O U S I N G I N D U S T R Y I N T E X A S , YO U

pool complex. With so many activities all week, you

N E E D T O PA R T I C I PAT E I N S O M E F O R M AT T H E S U N B E LT

won’t ever need to leave the property.

B U I L D E R S S H OW ™ . I T I S T H E B E S T M O N E Y W E I N V E S T
ALL YEAR LONG.”

— Tiffany Acree

As your 2022 co-chairs, we are honored to have the
opportunity to invite you to make your summer plans

prestigious Star Awards, which recognizes the best in
the industry.

Show™. We know from our experience that Sunbelt is an
excellent opportunity for you to grow both personally

As a builder, remodeler or associate member, it is
imperative that you stay on top of your game. The
Sunbelt Builders Show ™ education and live demos

PRESENTING SPONSOR

now and connect with us at the Sunbelt Builders

and professionally.

TO REGISTER, MAKE YOUR HOTEL

are second to none. Come learn and experience many

RESERVATIONS, PURCHASE A BOOTH

topics and new products during your time walking

AND/OR SPONSOR AN EVENT, GO TO:

the Show floor. Be a trusted source and an expert to

WWW.SUNBELTBUILDERSSHOW.COM

WEDNESDAY

SHOW BAG SPONSOR

SHOW LANYARD SPONSOR

KEYNOTE SPONSOR

SNACK ATTACK SPONSORS

THANK YOU
SUNBELT SPONSORS
(as of 4.25.22)
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SUNBELT BOOSTER CLUB
FBC MORTGAGE, FERGUSON, SLOSHEE - MARGARITA ICE POPS

FEATURE

C ATALYS T FOR CHANGE:

Solving the
Supply Chain Crisis
ThroughInnovation
22
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FEATURE

by KRISTIN ALLMAN, Contributing Editor

THERE’S NO DOUBT THAT THE PANDEMIC CAUSED
A PERFECT STORM. AS COMPANIES ACROSS
INDUSTRIES CONTINUE TO GR APPLE WITH
LOGISTICAL CHALLENGES, DELAYS AND SHORTAGES
ON EVERYTHING FROM FOOD STOCKS TO CABINET
HARDWARE, THE “SUPPLY CHAIN CRISIS” HAS
BECOME A PART OF OUR DAILY LEXICON, WITH
MEDIA OUTLETS ESPOUSING THE PHRASE AD
NAUSEUM. WHETHER THESE STRUGGLES WILL
PERSIST INTO 2023 REMAINS LARGELY UNKNOWN
— AND THEY WILL ALMOST CERTAINLY BE AFFECTED
BY ONGOING GEOPOLITICAL FACTORS — ONE
TRUTH HOLDS TRUE: DESPITE THE CHOPPY WATERS
AHEAD, WE MAY BE ENTERING A NEW DAWN OF
INNOVATION. AND THAT’S REASON ENOUGH TO
BE OPTIMISTIC.

Forecasting Ahead of the Curve
McCoy’s Building Supply
Since early 2020, suppliers and manufacturers of core building
materials have seen shortages across the board, mostly due to
increased demand and deflated labor pools and associated
bottlenecks. Many suppliers scaled back their labor forces,
predicting that the economy would retract quickly, but what actually
happened stunned market forecasters. As more consumers stayed
home, the demand for products and materials for home repair
and remodeling projects skyrocketed. “When supply pulled back
and demand increased, it really created an unhealthy balance and
deficit of product,” says Waylon Walker, SVP of merchandising &
operations, McCoy's Building Supply. For McCoy’s, treated lumber,
lumber products, siding and roofing were harder to come by early
on, with more recent shortages involving engineered wood, molding,
caulking, adhesives and hardware products. Windows and exterior
doors have also been in short supply.
TexasBuilders.org
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While record inflation has affected product

McCoy ’s strives to f ind comparable

left floating at sea. As McGregor describes,

valuation, which has forced McCoy’s to

products, but that doesn’t mean their

once shipping containers arrive from China,

invest greater capital in their inventory,

ability to do so won’t become constrained

they are offloaded and used to transport

Walker’s focus has been, and will continue

in the future. U.S. businesses will soon

product within the U.S. Without the shipping

to be, on efficiency. “We want to keep our

feel the impact from the war in Ukraine

containers, Kelly-Moore’s paint has to be

customers’ jobs moving. If we have to buy

as the decrease in scrap metal imports

shipped by truck. There’s just one problem

more expensive product to do that, then

will, as Walker explains, affect the price

— the ongoing trucker shortage. “In the

that’s something we are willing to do.”

and availability of rebar. He also expects

Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) market, there are

At times, they have had to buy products

European imports of lumber from Ukraine

approximately nine loads available for every

from two- or three-step distributors to

and Belarus to decrease with time as

truck. So, truckers can charge whatever they

close gaps unfulfilled by their primary

rebuild efforts begin. The company is

want to haul your load. There’s just no way

suppliers, but Walker stresses that the

working hard to identify points of origin

I can adequately describe the disruption in

company does not pass that extra cost to

for all products in their inventory in effort

the supply chain right now,” he says.

its customers. “Our prices are based on

to better predict when procurement

what we can most efficiently buy product

from a specific geographic region might

for.” Walker says they buy products in bulk

become problematic. The situation is

when possible and have considerably

complex, and Walker stresses that proactive

increased their safety stocks to allow for

inventory management is paramount. “It’s

future disruptions in the supply chain.

become very dynamic, and we’re making

McCoy’s has also strengthened their vendor-

greatly affected Kelly-Moore’s ability to procure
materials. “It affected many of the refinery
operations along the Gulf Coast, which then
affected the raw material feedstocks for all
of our raw material suppliers, and then the
supply of raw materials to make paint,” says

partner relationships and stepped up their

Targeting External Forces

McGregor. As he describes, many of their

efforts to provide accurate forecasting for

with Strategic Planning

raw materials suppliers had to declare force

their product allocation needs. The company

Kelly-Moore Paints

majeure in order to fairly allocate production.

sends out monthly supply chain updates,
which detail specific product lead times,
and teams work with customers to set
reasonable expectations.

International, as well as domestic, conflicts
have also had a profound impact on the
paint industry, explains Bruce McGregor, vice
president, merchandising & supply chain, Kelly-

Since many products remain on allocation

Moore Paints. Shanghai is the world’s largest

due to limited supply, McCoy’s actively seeks

container port, and with recent COVID-

alternative substitutions to meet their

19 shutdowns, hundreds of

customers’ needs, and Walker stresses that

ships have been

the company remains focused on ensuring
that substitutions meet all necessary code
requirements. For instance, as Walker
explains, his team has suggested wood or
steel exterior doors when fiberglass doors
are unavailable, or alternative materials for
cabinetry shelving when medium density
fiberboard (MDF) is in short supply. “We’re
constantly thinking about what we can bring
in that will do the job and might have a
better cost for our customers,” he explains.
“We are considering whether there are
alternatives that have been used in the
past or that could be used in the future
that will make a difference.”
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adjustments weekly.”

The winter 2021 deep freeze in Texas also
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Dwindling materials supply reduced the
company’s allocations and capacity to
make paint in the factory.
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By far the greatest shif t has direc tly
involved operations culture. The supply
deficit has created a real “hand-to-mouth”
operating style, explains McGregor, which
starkly contrasts with the strategically
planned environment Kelly-Moore is used
to. “Oftentimes we’re in a situation where
we have to wait for a truck to come, unload
it and then mix the next batch of paint.”
He says they now have a team that is
entirely focused on raw materials supply
and production scheduling/execution. As
he explains, their team scours the world
looking for available raw materials, but
says any substitution must pass rigorous
quality standards. Kelly-Moore prides
itself on its longstanding reputation for
high-quality paint, and any materials that
miss the mark won’t be utilized.

Strengthening Partnerships and

competitive advantage. The company also

Cultivating a Customer-First Response

makes high-volume purchases, which helps

T h e team a t Kell y - M o o re ha s als o

Ferguson

keep costs down.

Navigating unchartered territor y with

When certain products aren’t available,

customers involves trust and transparency,

the team at Ferguson works to find viable

two inextricably linked qualities that allow

alternatives, and as Polka explains,

companies to weather even the harshest

sometimes that even saves the customer

of storms. “We’ve always had a ‘roll up your

money. Ferguson’s sales team of ten

sleeves’ mentality, all the way down to the

suggests mixing product brands to shorten

local level in taking care of our customers

project lead times. “We’re working with

highest-demand products.”

and going the extra mile for them,” says

our customers in terms of planning. For a

Robert Polka, area builder sales manager

high-end, customized appliance package,

While internal operations shifted toward

- Texas, Ferguson. To Polka, keeping

customers must think of it in terms of

ef ficiency, customer expectations also

Ferguson’s costs down is directly related

‘worth the wait.’ Sometimes, they are

changed. As McGregor explains, walking

to the company’s management of jobs and

looking at including eight months to a

into a Kelly-Moore store used to be an

management of materials.

year in their renovation planning. If you

broadened their supply base to counter
allocation res tric tions and narrowed
their product portfolio to best focus their
resources. “Rather than tr ying to focus
on 500 or 800 SKUs, we narrowed that
assortment down,” says McGregor. “We
allocated our capacity and our raw material
supply to producing the most important,

experience of “instant gratification,” where
customers were sure to find everything they
needed. If a store didn’t have the quantity
of any particular item on hand, they could
get it the next day from the factory. “Supply
used to always be available, but now
customers need to plan ahead. We need
to order ahead so that we can execute and
deliver.” For McGregor, it’s about fostering a
mutual understanding and doing everything
to ensure the customer receives a quality
product that is consistent and reliable.

While plastic products such as PVC, water
piping, fittings, etc., have often been on
allocation, and appliances, especially
high-end appliances, have been harder
to come by, Polka says the company has
probably fared better than most. “We
have our distribution centers that stock
product as well, so we have an extra layer
of inventory on products from the vendor
warehouse to our distribution warehouse

are willing to go to an alternative, you may
be able to get that in six months, or even
three months.” Manufacturers are also
decreasing their product portfolios, so,
as Polka explains, a manufacturer that
once made white, black and stainless steel
appliances is now focusing exclusively on
stainless. He says plumbing manufacturers
are doing the same by placing a greater
focus on popular products.

to our local branches.” It’s this distribution

While product availability tends to ebb

network that’s likely given the company a

and flow, Polka stresses the importance

TexasBuilders.org
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of steady communication. Ferguson

Brohn Homes’ goal is to make homeownership

many of their communities, a measure that

continues to hire quality people who

attainable for all; to do so, they focus on costs

has reduced build days by greater than a

practice a customer-first approach. “I

and cycle times as the drivers of innovation.

month and a half — which is significant. “I

always tell people who work with me to

Next to lumber, Boenig says the company’s

firmly believe that in my lifetime, a large

be drivers, not passengers. I tell them to

greatest cost increase over the last year

majority of homes will be built offsite in

take command and look for solutions and

involves the cost of land and lots, and since

some capacity,” says Boenig. “It just makes

to not just use the excuse that the product

that increase is passed along directly to the

sense. Offsite construction reduces waste,

is not available. You look for another way

consumer, it has become imperative for all

increases the quality of construction and

to help them.” He believes the volatility

builders and developers to focus on creating

decreases build days. If you don’t have

of the past two years has led to stronger

smart land plans that increase densities.

that mindset, I think you are going to be

partnerships with homebuilders as they

Builders in the Central Texas market are

left behind in this industry.”

work to deliver cost-effective and efficient

beginning to focus on the emerging markets.

solutions together.

With many companies transitioning to remote

Meeting Current Challenges
with Forward-Thinking Solutions
Brohn Homes
Product shortages, materials delays and
labor issues have affected every aspect
of the construction industr y — from
manufacturers, suppliers and distributors
to the homebuilders who are reliant on
their services. Homebuilders, in particular,
have been gravely affected by elongated
cycle times and increased build days.
“You name it, we’ve experienced it,” says
Aaron Boenig, co-president, Brohn Homes.
Boenig says his company has experienced
increased build days in all communities. In
some communities, they have seen build
days almost double over the last two years.
“It’s really made us change the way that
we run our business, and it probably has
created some much-needed disruption in
our industry.”
The building process hasn’t changed
much in the past 100 years; in fact,
Boenig believes the greatest innovation
in the industry to date is the nail gun. The
industry-wide challenges that builders
have experienced during the pandemic
have been the catalysts of change. “We
have been forced to think differently, do
things differently, change our processes,
change the building products we use and
just change the way that we build homes.”

work, buyers today have more geographic
flexibility in where they live. According
to Boenig, part of the strategy that many
builders are using involves seeking sites where
the entitlement and permitting process is
less expensive and can be expedited. “If we
can limit those excess permitting costs and
extended entitlement time frames, costs
that would otherwise be passed directly on
to the consumer, we can reduce the price of
the home to the buyer.”

Texas Association of Builders July/Aug 2022

a construction method called kitting as
a method to improve efficiencies and
lower the cost of construction. Kitting
involves packaging the exact quantity of
construction materials that are needed
to construct a house in one or more
containers. Essentially, it ’s a way to
circumvent any future materials delays
or shor tages. Boenig says the use of
“super subs” is also an interesting avenue
to explore, citing builder success in the
both the DFW and Houston markets. A

Builders are also getting smarter with their

super sub is a subcontractor who can

product design and construction methods.

complete multiple components of a home

Some are looking at the possibility of

in sequence; for example, builders would

three-story plans, even in the suburban

only need to contract with one company

markets, to increase densities. Builders

to complete plumbing, electrical and HVAC

are also decreasing the square footages

work. “ You can get massive efficiencies

of their plans while getting smarter with

within even-flow construction. It’s been a

their spaces within the home. Boenig

huge success for homebuilders who are

explains that one of their most popular

utilizing these types of subcontractors.”

plans right now is just over 1,000 square

For Boenig, the key to navigating an

feet and contains two bedrooms. “If you

uncertain future is to turn the traditional

had asked me two years ago if one of our

homebuilding operational model on its

best-selling plans would be a two-bedroom,

head. “I’m excited to see builders trying

I would have said the market would never

new things. It’s just refreshing to see that.”

accept that. Here we are today, and people
are willing to sacrifice that third bedroom
just to get a home that is attainable.”

Looking to the Future
While the supply chain crisis will likely
extend into 2023, there is reason for hope.

Boenig expects homebuilders will soon

Companies are innovating more than ever,

be moving away from the traditional

and those at the forefront know that long-

stick-build model in pursuit of offsite

term sustainability is achievable — and

construction options. His company is

it all starts with out-of-the-box, creative

currently constructing their homes using

problem-solving as the driver of change.

open panels and trusses built offsite in
26
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Building a
Better Future

F

by MOLLY MUTH, Contributing Editor

rom his first job as a trim carpenter and cabinet builder, Tim Jackson has built an

houses that we build so that I can maintain

exemplary career. Founder and president of Tim Jackson Custom Homes (TJCH),

that communication and be the contact

Tim combined his practical construction knowledge with a college education,

for the customer throughout the building

attending Texas Tech University for a business-finance degree. During his time in college,

process. If we wanted to get bigger, I think

he met his wife, and the woman who would become the vice president of TJCH, Leslie

I would lose some of that,” Tim said. The

Jackson. After graduating in 1985, Tim began working at Maxim Homes, a homebuilding

TJCH team completes anywhere from four

company owned by two of Tim’s fraternity brothers. As a bright-eyed college graduate,

to seven houses in a year, depending on

Tim relished in the opportunity to gain as much construction knowledge as he could.

the scope of the projects.

In the following 10 years, Tim worked

a projec t coordinator and an of f ice

for five dif ferent companies, all in the

administrator. Keeping the TJCH team

homebuilding indus tr y. He worked

small is an intentional move by Tim that

for several produc tion and cus tom

allows him to operate the business on a

homebuilders — some local and some

personal level.

national. At last, Tim decided to set off on

As TJCH has grown, so have the sizes and
price points of the homes they build.
One project that Tim remembers fondly
was one of their first big projects — a
6,000-square-foot, $1-million home built
in 2002. Tim built the house for a couple,

Tim emphasizes quality over quantity.

who, before they even moved into the

His small team delivers extraordinar y

house, bought a 60-acre property north

homes, so Tim can work directly with each

of the original project and asked Tim to

customer. “It’s my philosophy that I want to

build the exact same house on the new

For the first two years, TJCH was only

be the contact person for our customers,

property. Tim joked, “I always say that

Tim. Then, in 1998, Leslie left her career

and don’t want to just hand them off

ever y house we build is one of a kind,

in advertising and joined Tim’s company.

to somebody during the construction

with that exception.” That house propelled

Her decision to join TJCH came out of need,

process. We’ve had to limit the number of

TJCH toward grander projects.

his own. He founded TJCH in September
1996, and the company has grown
tremendously over the last 25 years.

as the business was expanding beyond
what Tim and his part-time administrator
could handle. Tim and Leslie worked out
of their home, with Leslie lending her
advertising and marketing expertise to
Tim’s construction knowledge. Leslie taught
herself how to use the company’s software
system and took on accounting, insurance
and taxes — all new fields for her. Leslie
said, “ Tim was very patient and taught
me quite a bit about the homebuilding
industry. It was a struggle to get it down,
but over the years, we’ve got it figured out,
and now we have great systems.”
Today, the TJCH team includes six people:
Tim, Leslie, two construction managers,

TexasBuilders.org
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Another project that Tim holds a special
place for was a 2014 home for a wounded
combat veteran. The project was part of
Operation FINALLY HOME, an organization
that provides mortgage-free homes and
home modifications to wounded, ill and
injured military veterans, first responders
and widows of the fallen and their families.
Tim and Leslie asked family, friends and
customers, as well as their vendors and
subcontractors, to donate. In the end, they
provided the veteran and his six children
a fully furnished, six-bedroom home. Tim,
Leslie and the TJCH team were honored
to be able to give them a mortgage-free
home as a thank you for their sacrifices.
In addition to the homes that they build

do every day for our homeowners — of how

One of the biggest benefits of TJCH’s

for others, Tim and Leslie have built two

the process comes together and [Tim’s]

involvement with NAHB has been the Builder

houses for themselves. Unlike many

knowledge and expertise,” Leslie said.

20 Club. NAHB creates groups of 20 builders

builders who move from showcase home
to showcase home as they sell them, the
Jacksons have purposefully only lived in two
homes over the last 25 years. In fact, over
the course of their 35-year marriage, they
have only lived in four homes. Building his
own homes shaped the way Tim looks at
working with customers, and Leslie got new
insights into the building process. “I was in
awe — even though I was aware of what we

In 1998, two years after starting his own
company, Tim joined the Dallas Builders
Association (DBA). He first joined because
he knew the association would of fer
learning opportunities. In addition to DBA,
the Texas Association of Builders (TAB) and
the National Association of Home Builders
(NAHB) gave him the industry education
he was seeking.

across the U.S. in noncompeting markets,
and within each club, builders share best
practices and even financial information.
Tim joined his club in 2001 and has learned
a lot from the other members. Both Tim and
Leslie have had the chance to tour other
builders’ facilities during the twice-peryear club meetings, and the knowledge and
contacts gained through those meetings
have been invaluable. Members of the
club often present issues they are facing
to the group, and other members will

“ [ T I M H A S ] R E A L LY B E C O M E

help them problem solve. Tim’s network

A B I G A DVO C AT E F O R T H E

has strengthened his business and his

I N D U S T R Y, E S P E C I A L LY W I T H

connection to the industry.

I S S U E S P RO T E C T I N G B U I L D E R S
A N D B E N E F I T I N G H O M E OW N E R S . ”
— Leslie Jackson

Through DBA, TAB and NAHB, Tim has
become deeply involved in the broader
homebuilding industry. He served as the
DBA president in 2009 and as the TAB
president in 2016. Tim is a current life
director with TAB and the national area chair
with NAHB, where he serves as a liaison
between NAHB and the state association
in Texas, as well as TAB’s 26 local chapters.
Tim is also the chair of the Texas Builders
Foundation, an organization that aims
to develop the future workforce of the
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construction industry in Texas. The Texas

Government Relations Committee has

several times. In 2014, Tim also won the

Builders Foundation collects donations

meshed well with their business and helped

Hugh Prather Award, which recognizes a DBA

from individuals and companies and

impact the industry, where they tackle

member who has impacted the community

awards scholarships to students enrolled in

many industry-wide issues.

and the industry. Despite all these awards,

construction industry-related educational
programs. Additionally, the Texas Builders
Foundation supports disaster relief efforts.
For example, the foundation donated to
disaster relief agencies in Abilene, Texas,
after a series of fires.

Looking to the future, Tim sees energy
codes as a constant challenge for the
homebuilding industry. Additionally, the
supply chain issues that have plagued the
industry since the onset of the pandemic

there’s one thing that means more to Tim.
“I think the biggest award that we get is a
referral from one of our customers,” Tim
said. At the end of the day, Tim wants his
clients to love the homes he builds.

continue to cause price spikes, but Tim is

Beyond work, Tim and Leslie make sure

On top of all his other positions, Tim has

optimistic about those issues subsiding.

to take time for themselves. They love

been a member of several committees

In the long term, Tim wants to focus on

spending time with their two children, Katya,

within DBA , TAB and NAHB. He has

ensuring that homebuilders have adequate

21, and Reagan, 17. The family owns a home

worked with the TAB HOMEPAC Board

access to water, pointing to the challenges

in Durango, Colorado, where they go six or

of Trustees to raise money to support

already faced by some in the West. He

seven times a year to decompress. Both

builder-friendly candidates — a cause Tim

plans to continue to fight for the industry’s

Tim and Leslie understand the need to step

is passionate about. Tim has also served

future through the many associations and

away from work to relax and enjoy life.

on the Government Relations Committee,

committees that count him as a member.

attending Rally Days at the Texas State
Capitol and making sure the legislature
passes industry-friendly laws. “[Tim has]
really become a big advocate for the
industry, especially with issues protecting
builders and benefiting homeowners,”
Leslie said. His involvement with the

Throughout his career, Tim has advocated

As a result of his hard work and dedication

for the homebuilding industr y. From

to the industry, Tim — as well as TJCH — has

his employees to his customers, from

received numerous awards. Through DBA,

industry-wide concerns to personal work-

TJCH has won Custom Builder of the Year and

life balance, Tim Jackson is committed to

Custom Home of the Year ARC (Associates,

building a better future for everyone, one

Remodelers and Custom Builders) Awards

home at a time.

“ I T H I N K T H E B I G G E S T AWA R D T H AT W E G E T I S
A R E F E R R A L F RO M O N E O F O U R C U S T O M E R S . ”
— Tim Jackson

TexasBuilders.org
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SPEAKING OUT

YOUR BACKGROUND IS IN HE ALTH C ARE .
WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO RUN FOR PUBLIC OFFICE ?
As a physician, I have witnessed firsthand how government often interferes, rather than
enhances, an individual’s or a business’ success. My entrance into the political arena
came after Obamacare began destroying the very profession I was most passionate
about. I am proud to have been one of the most vocal physicians against Obamacare,
and it made me realize just how intrusive government could really be. One of my primary
goals when running for office was to increase access to quality, patient-centered health
care and ensure that we remove unnecessary bureaucracy throughout the process.
FOR THE FIR S T TIME IN OUR 75 -YE AR HIS TORY, IN 2021, SUSAN WRIGHT
BEC AME THE FIR S T FEMALE PRESIDENT OF THE TE X A S A SSOCIATION OF

Dr. Dawn Buckingham
Texas State Senator, Senate District 24
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BUILDER S. YOUR RE AC TION A S ANOTHER PIONEERING WOMAN?
I am a staunch believer in women supporting women. I’d like to congratulate Susan Wright
on this historic milestone, and I know she excelled in the role!

SPEAKING OUT

I made history in 2016 as the first woman ever elected to represent
Senate District 24, as well as the first Republican from Travis County

Biography

to ever be elected to the Texas Senate. I was also the first person

Dr. Dawn Buckingham’s close supporters, family and

and female in 58 years, with two years or less experience, to be

friends were not surprised she made history in 2016

named chair of the prestigious Senate Nominations Committee. I

when she triumphed in a tough campaign to earn a

am currently running to be Texas’ next land commissioner, and, if

place in history as the first Republican from Travis

elected, I will be the first woman in Texas’ history to hold the office

County ever elected to the Texas Senate, and the

of Texas Land Commissioner.

first woman ever elected to represent Senate District
24. Buckingham’s independent spirit and tenacious

IN YOUR DISTRICT YOU HAVE ALL OR PARTS OF FOUR LOCAL

nature made her a natural Texas Senate leader on

HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATIONS. HOW HAVE THOSE ASSOCI-

strengthening border security, keeping taxes low,

ATIONS HELPED YOU AS A MEMBER OF THE LEGISLATURE?
First and foremost, the members of the local associations are my
constituents, and they are the reason I am here today. They are my
boots on the ground, and they know exactly what is going on in Senate

protecting life, defending the second amendment
and improving public education.
Buckingham was one of the first and most vocal
physicians to stand up against Obamacare. Her

District 24. I rely heavily on their knowledge and expertise of the

outspoken voice led to Bloomberg news publishing

building industry, and we have a mutual trust that we will take care

her perspective that “Obamacare would be the

of each other. I need them to educate me with their knowledge and

downfall of the American health care system.” Since

experience of the industry, and they need me to represent them in

then, she has continued to be a strong conservative

the legislature the best way that I can.

fighter against the liberal Austin and Washington, D.C.
elite. Additionally, President Donald Trump tapped
into Buckingham’s health care expertise during a

“As a state senator, I have always protected and
defended the property rights of Texans and will
not allow any form of government to infringe on
those rights ...”

White House health care meeting. In her continued
relentless fight, she is not afraid to stand up for
Texans and has proven herself a conservative fighter
for Texas values locally, statewide and nationally.
Buckingham’s family members were among the first
settlers to Texas seven generations ago, and that tough,

IN THE 86TH LEGISL ATIVE SESSION, YOU WERE THE SPON -

independent, pioneer spirit is deeply rooted in her

SOR OF HOUSE BILL 2 4 39, AN IMPORTANT PIECE OF LEG -

personality. True to her Texas roots, her commitment

ISL ATION FOR OUR MEMBER S. C AN YOU TELL US ABOUT

to service began early, serving as a volunteer firefighter,

THIS BILL AND WHY IT WA S IMPORTANT FOR OUR S TATE ?

and attending the Texas A&M Fire School. She is also

As a state senator, I have always protected and defended the property

an avid hunter and outdoorswoman.

rights of Texans and will not allow any form of government to infringe
on those rights, in addition to ensuring that we have a low-regulatory
business environment that allows our economy to thrive. HB 2439, the
so-called “Brick Bill,” protects Texans by prohibiting cities and counties

Buckingham is instinctively fiscally conservative and
averse to debt. Thus, when there wasn’t enough
money to fund a traditional college experience, she
chose to live at home and work two jobs to pay for

from requiring specific vendors or materials be used in construction

college at the University of Texas at Austin. With

in the name of industry safety minimums. Simply put, cities should

endurance of spirit, she graduated magna cum

not be in the business of picking winners and losers in the market.

laude and debt-free. It was during college that she

IS THERE ANY THING ELSE YOU'D LIKE TO

met the love of her life and husband of 30 years,
Ed Buckingham. Dawn and Ed both received their

SHARE WITH THE RE ADER S OF TEX AS BUILDER?

medical degrees from the University of Texas Medical

I greatly appreciate the Texas Association of Builders and the knowledge,

Branch at Galveston, and they have two children. Her

expertise and advocacy that they bring to the Texas Legislature. I have

commitment to service and recognition for her work

thoroughly enjoyed working with the association during my time in

has allowed her to hold leadership positions in local,

the Texas Senate, and I plan to continue our relationship at the Texas

state and national organizations.

General Land Office.
TexasBuilders.org
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GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

LEGISLATIVE
UPDATE

W

e are less than six short
months away from the
start of the next legislative

session. Now that elections are behind
us until November, the Texas Legislature will spend the next several months
listening to stakeholders on various
issues. As we’ve mentioned before, the
time period between legislative sessions
is referred to as the “interim.” During
this period, the Senate and House committees are assigned issues or topics by
Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick (presiding officer of
the Senate) and Speaker Dade Phelan
(presiding officer of the House). These
are referred to as interim charges.
Once the charges have been issued, the committees have hearings on the issues and
seek input from stakeholders and interested
parties. This gives the committee members
an opportunity to hear the perspective of
both sides of an issue. Similar to the legislative session, members of the public are
able to testify on the charges. If you are
unable to attend a hearing in person, you
can submit written testimony or comments
on the charges. These hearings play a crucial
role in shaping the policy agenda for the
upcoming session, and many bills are filed
because of the information gleaned from
these hearings.
In the last issue of Texas Builder, we highlighted the House Interim Charges. On April 4,
Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick released his list of interim
charges for the 87th Texas Legislature. Upon
the release of these charges, the lieutenant
governor issued the following statement:
“The interim charges I released today reflect
my priorities, the priorities Texans shared
with me as I traveled the state and those of
the members of the Texas Senate. Following completion of the hearings, committees
will file reports with their recommendations
before the end of the year so we can hit the
ground running when we gavel in the 88 th
Legislative Session in January 2023. I have a
deep appreciation for the leadership of our
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GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

committee chairs and Senate members. I
know the long hours they will pour into studying these issues, holding hearings and making
recommendations. I thank the entire Texas
Senate for their diligent work, and I look forward to reviewing their recommendations.”
Since the release of these Senate charges,
several committees have begun meeting and

relating to next generation 9-1-1

FINANCE COMMITTEE

service and the establishment of a

Property Tax Relief: Examine and recom-

next generation 9-1-1 service fund.

mend ways to reduce Texans’ property tax

Supply Chains: Examine the causes and
impacts of recent supply chain disruptions
on the Texas economy and individual industries. Study the factors that weaken links in
the supply chain and the extent to which

burden. Review and report on proposals to
use or dedicate state revenues in excess
of the state spending limit to eliminate the
school district maintenance and operations
property tax.

the pandemic has exposed those vulnera-

Tax Exemptions: Examine Texans’ current

bilities. Recommend actions to strengthen

tax exemptions, and report on whether

the supply chain in Texas, and mitigate dis-

adjustments are merited because of infla-

ruptions in the future.

tion or any other factors.

Electricity: Assess the electricity market

HIGHER EDUCATION COMMITTEE

in Texas. Study issues impacting the Texas

Workforce Education: Evaluate state

electric grid, including weather prepared-

efforts to support access to work-based

ness, transmission planning, maintenance

learning and microcredential opportuni-

scheduling and the natural gas supply chain.

ties, including apprenticeships, industry-

Study the consequences of increased elec-

based certificates and certifications, as

tric vehicle usage and charging on the gen-

well as competenc y-based education.

eration, transmission and distribution, and

Assess the potential benefits of expand-

retail sectors of Electric Reliability Council of

ing access to work-based learning, appren-

Texas (ERCOT), and evaluate their potential

ticeships, microcredentials and industry-

impact on increased electric demand and

based certifications that are aligned to work-

Texas Senate 87th
Legislature Interim Charges

reliability of the grid. Evaluate potential

force needs, and provide in-demand work-

benefits of real-time transparency of the

force skills and competencies. Evaluate exist-

intrastate gas market with respect to the

ing resources and programs at institutions,

BUSINESS AND COMMERCE COMMITTEE

functions of ERCOT and the Texas Energy

the Texas Higher Education Coordinating

Reliability Council. Examine the growth of

Board, the Texas Education Agency and the

renewable energy generation in the state,

Texas Workforce Commission to support

related issues impacting Texans, including:

and evaluate its impact on grid reliability.

these opportunities and ultimately reach tri-

Make recommendations to strengthen the

agency goals. Consider recommendations to

• Monitoring the implementation of

reliability of the grid, and meet the future

standardize these programs in order increase

House Bill 5 and House Bill 1505,

generation needs of ERCOT through new

postsecondary degree completions.

87th Legislature; discuss anticipated

and existing dispatchable generation.

federal infrastructure funding

Assess plans to expeditiously add new dis-

dedicated to broadband initiatives;

patchable generation. Monitor the imple-

gathering input related to the topics outlined below. The TAB government relations
team and several of our members have been
active in these discussions. If there is a topic
or issue that you are interested in, please
contact the TAB government relations staff.
They work for you and can help guide you
through the process. The interim charges
highlighted below are the subjects and
issues that the TAB government relations
team has identified as most important for
our members and industry. As always, if you
have any questions about these or any other
issues, please contact the TAB government
relations team.

Broadband and Telecommunications:
Study broadband and other telecommunications-

• Reviewing the Texas Universal
Service Fund and reporting what,

mentation of Senate Bill 2 and Senate Bill
3, 87th Legislature.

Monitoring: Monitor the implementation of
legislation addressed by the Senate Committee on Higher Education passed by the 87th
Legislature, as well as relevant agencies and
programs under the committee’s jurisdiction.

if any, changes should be made

EDUCATION COMMITTEE

Specifically, make recommendations for any

through a review of both the fund’s

Homestead Exemption: Study the use

legislation needed to improve, enhance or

contributions and disbursements, as

and ef fect of the optional homestead

complete implementation of the following:

well as the impact of technology on

exemption available to independent

the long-term stability of the Texas

school districts. Examine and report on

Universal Service Fund; and

costs to the state if school districts receive

• Monitoring the implementation of
House Bill 2911, 87th Legislature,

incentives to increase the optional percentage exemption.

• S enate Bill 1102, relating to the
establishment of the Texas
Reskilling and Upskilling through
Education (TRUE) Program to
support workforce education;

TexasBuilders.org
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GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

• H
 ouse Bill 3767, relating to measures

Extraterritorial Jurisdictions: Study

to support the alignment of education

issues related to municipal extraterrito-

and workforce development in the

rial jurisdictions and annexation powers,

state with state workforce needs,

including examining possible disannex-

including the establishment of the Tri-

ation authorit y. Determine whether

Agency Workforce Initiative.

extraterritorial jurisdictions continue to

LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE
Property Tax Reform: Review the effect
of Senate Bill 2 (86 Legislature), the Texas
th

provide value to their residents, and make
recommendations on equitable methods
for disannexation.

Property Tax Reform and Transparency Act

Ballot Language: Study the development

of 2019 and related legislation passed by

of the language used for constitutional

the 87th Legislature. Make recommendations

amendment and local ballot propositions.

for further property tax reform and relief.

Recommend changes to make ballot prop-

Appraisal Reform: Review the implemen-

ositions more easily understood by voters.

• House Bill 4110, relating to the registration of metal recycling.
WATER, AGRICULTURE
AND RURAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Water Utility Infrastructure: Evaluate
the state’s water infrastructure. Study
and make recommendations on options
to upgrade and update water infrastructure
to address deferred maintenance, disasters
and water loss.
Water Supply: Review and make recommendations to complete specific projects
identified in the 2022 State Water Plan.
In light of recent changes to the global

tation of Senate Bill 63, House Bill 988 and

NATURAL RESOURCES AND

economy, consider the current regulatory

other related legislation passed by the 87th

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

process regarding innovative technology

Legislature. Make recommendations to

Economic Development Programs:

solutions to water supply needs, such as

ensure appraisal guidelines are effective and

Review the programs in Chapters 380

marine desalination, and make recommen-

taxpayers have enforcement mechanisms.

and 381 of the Local Government Code.

dations for their improvement.

Special Purpose Districts: Perform
a comprehensive study on the powers
and purposes of various special purpose
districts and their associated legislative
templates. Make recommendations to
improve public transparency in operations

Consider the benefits of each program in
generating economic development. Make
recommendations for improvements to
Chapters 380 and 381 to increase transparency and accountability and the effectiveness of the programs.

Groundwater Management and Protection:
Evaluate the status and effectiveness of the
state’s groundwater management process,
including data used to support regional
water planning and conservation goals.
Report on the effectiveness of the state’s

of special purpose districts and associated

Wildf ires and Prescribed Burns:

groundwater protection efforts and whether

legislative templates.

Examine ways to reduce the risk of and

statutory changes are needed to protect

destructive impact of wildfires. Monitor

groundwater quality.

Affordable Housing: Study issues related
to affordable housing, homelessness and
methods of providing and financing affordable housing. Make recommendations to
improve transparency and accountability,
as well as to better utilize existing federal,
state and local programs.
Taxpayer-Funded Lobbying: Study how
governmental entities use public funds for
political lobbying purposes. Examine what
types of governmental entities use public
funds for lobbying purposes and what level
of transparency is available to the public.
Make recommendations to protect taxpayers from paying for lobbyists who may not
represent the taxpayers’ interests.

the role the Prescribed Burning Board
plays in controlled burns. Recommend
practices and improvements that public
and private landowners may use to
reduce fire risks.

Monitoring: Monitor the implementation
of legislation addressed by the Senate Committee on Water, Agriculture and Rural
Affairs passed by the 87th Legislature, as well
as relevant agencies and programs under

Monitoring: Monitor the implementation

the committee’s jurisdiction. Specifically,

of legislation addressed by the Senate

make recommendations for any legislation

Committee on Natural Resources and

needed to improve, enhance or complete

Economic Development passed by the

implementation of the following:

87 th Legislature, as well as relevant agencies and programs under the committee’s
jurisdiction. Specifically, make recommendations for any legislation needed
to improve, enhance or complete implementation of the following:

• S enate Bill 8 (86th Legislature),
relating to state and regional
flood planning;
• S enate Bill 905 (87th Legislature),
relating to guidance on the
regulations applicable to the
potable reuse of wastewater.
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HOMEPAC

PRIMARY
RUNOFF
RESULTS
by JASON CAROTHERS,
HOMEPAC Board of Trustees Chair

T

his primary cycle, HOMEPAC was
actively involved in 132 races
across the state. Our pro-housing
candidates were very successful, which
resulted in HOMEPAC-supported candidates winning 99% of their races. Since
the March primary concluded, HOMEPAC
shifted our focus to the races that headed
to a runoff. We were active in 17 runoff
races, and eight of them were races that
we did not get involved in until after the
March primary. Of the 17, we saw successes in 82%.
Because of our members’ generous support to HOMEPAC, we are able to remain
active and engaged in these political campaigns. As you can see, our record of success shows we are making a difference.
Please join me in using these successes
as a tool to encourage more members to
participate in our PAC.
HOMEPAC is the registered, nonpartisan,
political action committee of the Texas
Association of Builders. All decisions to
support a legislative candidate are made
by the HOMEPAC Board of Trustees.
Political ad paid for by HOMEPAC of Texas
Inc. M. Scott Norman, Jr. Treasurer. HOMEPAC
represents your political interests at the state
level and is prohibited by law from donating
to federal campaigns. Corporate donations
are not accepted. Contributions are not
deductible for federal income tax purposes.
Contributions to the Texas Association of
Builders HOMEPAC are voluntary and are
used for political purposes.

STATEWIDE
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

Mike Collier (D) 54.8% defeated Michelle
Beckley (D) 45.2%. Collier will face #Dan
Patrick (R) in the general election.
ATTORNEY GENERAL

#Ken Paxton (R) 67.9%
defeated George P. Bush (R) 32.1%
Rochelle Garza (D) 62.6%
defeated Joe Jaworski (D) 37.4%
COMPTROLLER

Janet Dudding (D) 61.5%
defeated Angel Luis Vega (D) 38.5%.
Dudding will face #Glenn Hegar (R)
in the general election.
LAND COMMISSIONER

Dawn Buckingham (R) 68.8%
defeated Tim Westley (R) 31.2%
Jay Kleberg (D) 52.9% defeated
Sandragrace Martinez (D) 47.1%
RAILROAD COMMISSION

#Wayne Christian (R) 65%
defeated Sarah Stogner (R) 35%.
Christian will face Luke Warford (D)
in the general election.
TEXAS SENATE
TEXAS SENATE DISTRICT 24

Pete Flores (R) 59.2% defeated Raul
Reyes (R) 40.8%. Flores will face Kathy
Jones-Hospod (D) in the general election.
TEXAS SENATE DISTRICT 27

TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 19

Ellen Troxclair (R) 56.5%
defeated Justin Berry (R) 43.5%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 22

Christian “Manuel” Hayes (D) 50.9%
defeated Joseph Paul Trahan (D) 49.1%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 23

Teresa Leo-Wilson (R) 57.7%
defeated Patrick Gurski 42.3%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 37

Luis Villarreal, Jr. (D) 52.4%
defeated Ruben Cortez, Jr. (D) 47.6%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 52

Caroline Harris (R) 50.6%
defeated Patrick McGuinness (R) 49.4%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 60

#Glenn Rogers (R) 52.1%
defeated Mike Olcott (R) 47.9%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 61

Frederick Frazier (R) 63.9%
defeated Paul Chabot (R) 36.%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 63

Ben Bumgarner (R) 62.2%
defeated Jeff Younger (R) 37.8%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 70

Mihaela Elizabeth Plesa (D) 55.2% defeated
Cassandra Garcia Hernandez (D) 44.8%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 73

Carrie Isaac (R) 50.6%
defeated Barron Casteel (R) 49.4%

Morgan LaMantia (D) 56.9% defeated
Sara Stapleton-Barrera (D) 43.1%.
LaMantia will face Adam Hinojosa (R) in
the general election.

TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 76

TEXAS HOUSE

Carl Tepper (R) 58.9%
defeated David Glasheen (R) 41.1%

TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 12

#Kyle Kacal (R) 57.9% defeated Ben Bius
(R) 42.1%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 17

Stan Gerdes (R) 51.3% defeated Paul
Pape (R) 48.7%

Suleman Lalani (D) 62.9% defeated
Vanesia R. Johnson (D) 37.1%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 84

TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 85

Stan Kitzman (R) 58% defeated #Phil
Stephenson (R) 42.0%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 91

#Stephanie Klick (R) 54.3%
defeated David Lowe (R) 45.7%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 93

Jason Carothers currently
serves as the volunteer
chair of the HOMEPAC
Board of Trustees. He is the
CEO with Carothers
Executive Homes in
Belton, Texas.

Nate Schatzline (R) 65%
defeated Laura Hill (R) 35%

At the time of printing, a few counties and precincts had yet to fully report
their results; therefore, some races and vote totals are unofficial.

# - Denotes which candidate
is the incumbent
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HOMEPAC

TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 100

Venton C. Jones (D) 68.3% defeated
Sandra Crenshaw (D) 31.7%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 114

1 LEGISLATIVE REPUBLICAN
INCUMBENT WAS DEFEATED:

John Bryant (D) 57.3% defeated
Alexandra Guio (D) 42.7%

HD 85 – Stan Kitzman (R) defeated
Representative Phil Stephenson (R)

TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 122

4 LEGISLATIVE REPUBLICAN

Mark Dorazio (R) 55% defeated Elisa
Chan (R) 45%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 133

Mano DeAyala (R) 51% defeated Shelley
Torian Barineau (R) 49%
TEXAS HOUSE DISTRICT 147

#Jolanda Jones (D) 53.7% defeated
Danielle Keys Bess (D) 46.3%
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LEGISLATIVE INCUMBENTS
DEFEATED OR IN RUNOFFS
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INCUMBENTS WIN RUNOFF:

HD
HD
HD
HD

12 – Representative Kyle Kacal
60 – Representative Glenn Rogers
91 – Representative Stephanie Klick
147 – Representative Jolanda Jones

OPEN SEAT LEGISLATIVE RUNOFF WINNERS

SD 24 – Pete Flores (R)
SD 27 – Morgan LaMantia (D)
HD 17 - Stan Gerdes (R)
HD 19 - Ellen Troxclair (R)
HD 22 – Christian Manuel Hayes (D)

HD
HD
HD
HD
HD
HD
HD
HD
HD
HD
HD
HD
HD
HD
HD

23
37
52
61
63
70

- Terri Leo-Wilson (R)
– Luis Villarreal, Jr. (D)
- Caroline Harris (R)
- Frederick Frazier (R)
- Ben Bumgarner (R)
–M
 ihaela Elizabeth Plesa (D)
& Jamee Jolly (R)
73 - Carrie Isaac (R)
76 - Suleman Lalani (D)
84 - Carl Tepper (R)
93 - Nate Schatzline (R)
100 - Venton Jones (D)
114 - John Bryant (D)
122 - Mark Dorazio (R)
133 - Mano DeAyala (R)
147 - Jolanda Jones (D)

Nov. 8 will be the date of the general
election with early voting taking place from
Oct. 28 thru Nov. 4.
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